1 Preamble

This tutorial is created with a Google Pixel 3a on Android 10. However, the individual steps should work similarly on other Android versions.

To use SSL-VPN according to these instructions you need

- a working internet connection on your Android device (e.g. via WLAN),
- access to the Google Play Store and
- an account at the CMS or at the Institute for Computer Science, Mathematics or Physics.
2 Installation

Search “FortiClient VPN” in the Google Play Store and push **install**.

Mit der FortiClient VPN App können Sie eine sichere VPN-Verbindung zur Firewall herstellen.
Click on **OK**.

Allow access for FortiClient VPN by pushing **Zulassen**.
Enter “hu-berlin” in the first text field and select SSL VPN for “VPN Type”. Then press the Create button.
Press on Server and enter “forti-sslvpn.hu-berlin.de”. Afterwards go back with the arrow button below.
Now click on **Connect**.
You will be asked for your HU-Account, please enter them and press **LOGIN**.
Please confirm the connection request with Ok.
If the connection was successfully established, it should look like this.